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Summary
•

The section of River Calder visited is a dynamic, high energy river,
fulfilling all the basic requirements for salmonids.

•

Fish movement within the reaches inspected is restricted by the
presence of two obstructions and removal of those structures would
be beneficial, if possible, to improve fish access and habitat utilisation
and general habitat quality.

•

Livestock access to sections of the river is denuding habitat and while
this is fortunately a lesser issue than on many Cumbrian rivers,
livestock exclusion with buffer fencing would be beneficial.

•

Increasing the availability of cover and structure within the channel
would be beneficial to create a greater diversity of habitat niches for
fish and invertebrates. They could also provide valuable features that
will improve the angling prospects of an area.
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1. Introduction
The Wild Trout Trust were invited for an advisory visit to the River Calder
in West Cumbria, by Calder Angling Association, who operate the fishing on
around 6 miles of the river. This report will detail the findings of the visit,
assessing the general habitat quality and highlight areas in which
improvements could be made.
Normal convention is applied throughout this report with respect to bank
identification, i.e. the banks are designated left bank (LB) or right bank
(RB) whilst looking downstream. The Ordnance Survey National Grid
Reference system is used to identify specific locations.

2. Background
The River Calder is located in West Cumbria, rising to the south of
Ennerdale and the River Ehen catchment. The upper river rises in an area
of sedimentary sandstone and mudstone geology, before flowing down
through a short section of harder igneous tuff and andesite, where it is fed
by one main tributary, Worm Gill, which flows through a slightly wider
valley with a more sinuous channel. The upper catchment area is overlain
by predominantly till, supporting rough pasture and moorland sheep
grazing, with limited tree regeneration and impoverished vegetation. The
river corridor contains a mixture of surface deposits, predominantly sand
and gravel, silt and clays.
Progressing downstream, back onto the more erodible sandstone geology
of the middle and lower catchment, the river sits within an often steepsided valley and naturally incised channel, with numerous sandstone
outcrops and tree-lined gorges. As such, the riparian fringe is often wooded
and livestock access to the channel is often restricted, a fact reflected in
the generally reduced rates of bank erosion and fine sediment input in those
areas, particularly where accompanied by buffer fencing/woodland
enclosures.
The steep, narrow nature of the catchment means that most of the
tributaries are small, and while the accessible ones are likely to provide
spawning potential, they do not contribute significantly to the size of the
river, so the Calder remains relatively constant in size for a large part of its
length, unlike many rivers that grow significantly with progression
downstream.
Under the water Framework Directive (WFD), the section of river visited is
classed as ‘Calder (Lower)’, which achieves a Moderate status, being
Moderate for invertebrates and failing for Priority Hazardous Substances
(polybrominated diphenyl ethers and perfluorooctane sulphonate). This
actually constitutes a failure under WFD and most watercourses tested for
this also fail.
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The WFD catchments upstream both fail to meet the standards required.
Worm Gill failing for the same hazardous substances, and also fish. The
Calder (South West Lakes) catchment fails for polybrominated diphenyl
ethers and mercury, is poor for fish and moderate for invertebrates.

3. Habitat Assessment
Four locations were visited which will be briefly assessed individually,
starting from the upstream most site.

3.1. Location 1 - Upstream of Calder Abbey

Figure 1. At the first location visited (NY 05372 06550), lateral erosion into the RB around
a pipe outfall has undermined the fence. Hard bank revetment immediately upstream has
failed in several places and increases the issues by exacerbating erosion around it. The
pipe is now also deflecting flow into the bank. The channel is particularly steep in this area,
with sections upstream and downstream appearing to have been straightened historically,
something which unnaturally increases river gradient and energy, along with the potential
for erosion. The ideal situation here would be to remove the pipe (and hard revetment)
and allow a generous buffer to accommodate the channel naturally adjusting to a more
stable state (if this were agreeable with the landowner).
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Figure 2. What appeared to be a relict meander of the river’s paleo-channel on the opposite
bank just upstream of the erosion (alongside a particularly straight channel section).
Sections of channel downstream of the erosion, alongside Calder Abbey also look
uncharacteristically straight for a natural channel.

Figure 3. Downstream of the erosion, the river hugs the far-left side of the valley bottom.
Livestock grazing denudes the right bank of valuable vegetation and degrades riparian
habitat quality, also increasing the potential for erosion. Livestock trod lines create weak
points in the turf and bank, increasing the potential for block failure erosion of the bank.
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Figure 4. The first Himalayan balsam observed during the visit was in the field upstream
of Calder Abbey (NY 05313 06569), although it was not observed by the watercourse
around this area. It would be worthwhile ascertaining whether this is the source of the
infestation, which appeared to potentially be associated with the pump house/pipeline.
Once the furthest upstream source of balsam is found, the infestation should be eradicated
from that point, working downstream direction.

Figure 5. Scargreen Beck, a small tributary, flows alongside this section of the Calder and
provides good opportunities for salmonid spawning and juvenile rearing.
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Figure 6. The lower reaches of Scargreen Beck are relatively straight and steep, creating
a high-energy channel. Correspondingly, the substrate provided is coarse, but could offer
potential for salmon, sea trout and larger trout spawning. A greater occurrence of woody
material in the channel here could increase flow diversity and the potential to retain
smaller gravels, thereby providing spawning potential for a wider range of fish.

Figure 7. Less than 500m upstream of the River Calder, an impassable waterfall prevents
fish access further upstream on the beck, although an isolated trout population is known
to reside there.
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The main recommendations for this section are:
•
•
•

Provide a much larger, un-grazed buffer strip around the pipe (Figure
1) that will allow the river channel to naturally adjust.
Cut off the pipe as close to the bank as possible to prevent it acting
as a flow deflector and directing the river into the bank.
Additional woody material could be installed into Scargreen Beck to
improve flow and substrate diversity.

It would also be worthwhile looking at the potential to reconnect some of
the now dewatered paleo-channels of the river to reinstate a more natural
gradient and improve the habitat of the reach, although the now heavily
incised channel may complicate this task.

4. Location 2 – Around Calder Bridge

Figure 8. Upstream of Calder Bridge, the relatively straight (almost certainly artificially
straightened) channel is gradually trying to win back sinuosity through lateral erosion. This
has threatened the footpath, with action now having been taken to protect the LB.
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Figure 9. The relatively straight channel provides some of the basic habitat requirements
for smaller fish, but the lack of channel sinuosity creates a corresponding lack of depth. A
scarcity of in-channel structure, low or trailing cover also limits the fish-holding potential.

Figure 10. where bedrock creates a hard backstop and the erosive forces of high flows are
directed to scour downwards into the bed, some deeper pool areas provide valuable adult
fish holding water. These too would be improved by low and trailing cover and in-channel
structure.
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Figure 11. Downstream of Calder Bridge, the long straight section provides some good
juvenile habitat, but the coarse substrate provides limited potential for spawning. Grazing
of the LB also denudes the bank of vegetation that would otherwise provide valuable
invertebrate habitat and food for fish; a buffer strip here would be beneficial.

Figure 12. A bedrock gorge downstream provides more deeper pools and higher quality
adult salmonid holding habitat. Rock slabs that have fallen into the riffle (run into the pool)
diversify the flow and although potentially changing the way the pool fishes, should be
seen as a positive natural change. Wherever occurring, natural alterations to the channel
should be accommodated as the positive impacts invariably outweigh the negative.
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The main actions for this section are:
•
•

•

Install more woody material to the channel upstream of Calder
Bridge.
Avoid the urge to trim low and trailing branches as the cover they
provide will greatly increase the fish-holding potential of a pool or
run.
Fence the fields downstream of Calder bridge.

5. Location 3 – Around Pelham House

Figure 13. In the Pelham House grounds the river channel is naturally wooded with regular
bedrock outcrops creating bends and deeper scour pools. The habitat quality is generally
good, although the dense shading created by non-native rhododendron is an issue in many
places. Unlike the leaf litter provide by most native deciduous species, rhododendron
leaves break down slowly and provide poor nutrition for invertebrates.
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Figure 14. Highly valuable treefall into the river which is developing a more diverse channel
morphology while also providing structure in which fish can evade high flows and
predators. The areas washed out beneath such structures will also scour and clean the bed
material, improving its quality as fish spawning and invertebrate habitat. They also hold
fish, so make great angling features to fish to.

Figure 15. The second of the fallen trees. Note how the dissipation of peak flow energy
around the tree structure has facilitated a far greater diversity of gravel sizes to be
deposited in the area. The smaller gravels retained are great for smaller trout spawning
and many beneficial invertebrate species.
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Figure 16. Sheep access to the river in the next field downstream has denuded the banks
of vegetation and left them more susceptible to erosion. This could lead to unwanted tree
loss; even in the short-term, note how the grazing pressure is supressing the regeneration
of trees, shrubs and pretty much anything other than grass. This means that as trees die
they cannot be replaced.

Figure 17. A reportedly redundant pipe weir (NY 03545 05447) creates an unwanted
barrier to sediment and fish movement. The impoundment of sediment upstream limits
the potential for a naturally varied channel morphology to develop and the quality of the
habitat available. If at all possible, this detrimental structure should be removed.
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Figure 18. Looking upstream at the weir. Although relatively low head, the impact upon
fish movement upstream and downstream should not be overlooked. Such structures can
create a behavioural barrier in low flows when fish (particularly trout and sea trout) might
otherwise have passed upstream. They can be a physical barrier in a range of flows. Any
time you delay a fish moving upstream or downstream you are potentially inducing stress
and increasing the potential for predation and unnecessary fish mortality.

Figure 19. Dynamic sediment deposits in a large pool downstream signify the value of an
un-impounded channel, where the gravel and cobbles can adapt to a range of flows,
creating areas with shallow water over gravel bars and deeper fish holding pools.
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The main actions for this section are:
•

Retain trees and other woody material that enter the channel
(encouraging the process where beneficial).

•

Install buffer fencing where sheep and other livestock have access to
the watercourse.

•

Identify whether the pipe weir is now redundant and seek its removal.

•

As a longer-term aspiration, it may be worth contacting the riparian
owners to see if they are prepared to look at removing the extensive
rhododendron stands within the woodland. This is likely to be a major
undertaking but would be highly beneficial.

6. Location 4 – Environment Agency Gauging Weir

Figure 20. The final location visited was the field around the Environment Agency flow
gauging weir (NY 03494 04490). Here, an inadequate two strand barbed wire fence does
nothing to prevent sheep access to the river, with the same grazing issues as highlighted
earlier occurring.
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Figure 21. The flat-V gauging weir is a significant issue for fish passage. The shallow, high
velocity flow over smooth concrete represents a barrier to most fish in low flows;
something that will particularly impact upon sea trout ascending the river and brown trout
dispersing, as they are more likely to move on small rises in flow. Even at higher flows,
and with the downstream depth improved by a small secondary weir (presumably created
as a stilling basin), the structure is far from freely passable. The first question to ask here
is what purpose the flow data are serving and whether the information is required in its
current form (e.g. could simply level data from an open channel suffice?). To ascertain
this, it will be important to know what the data are used for. It is understood that one of
the main previous purposes was to monitor Sellafield Ltd. abstraction/water transfers and
these may no longer be occurring. If that is the case, the required accuracy of flow data
(in this relatively low flood risk area) may now be lower than previously required. Even if
the current accuracy is needed, far less intrusive hydroacoustic monitoring could be
employed here, without the requirement for a weir. Whatever the situation, fish passage
improvements are required.

The main actions for this section are:
•

Install buffer fencing.

•

Investigate whether the EA gauging station, weir and data produced
are actually required in their current form and seek fish passage
improvements, ideally through removal of the weir structures.

7. Additional information
In addition to the locations visited, information was supplied by Calder
Angling Association about improvements that have been made to a series
of bridge footings further downstream. Although the area was not accessed
during the visit, which would have been beneficial to assess passability, the
work does appear to be an improvement over a vertical step (Figure 22).
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Within the long section of modified channel, the reported stepped artificial
obstruction has been mitigated with something akin to a rock ramp fish
easement. This should improve access upstream out of the lower river to
potential spawning areas and assist the river’s fish populations in
recovering from the recent low numbers (as have been experienced on
many rivers around the UK). Improved access should help to capitalise
upon the potential benefits of 2020, when increased numbers (over recent
years) of migratory fish have been caught in many rivers around the UK.

Figure 22. The ‘improved’ section of channel, where large perturbation boulders are
reported to have been used to regrade the stepped section of bed and improve fish access
(Photo courtesy of Calder Anglers). Ideally, the river channel would be restored to an even
more natural state, but in this highly artificial section with associated infrastructure, the
modification is a significant improvement over a sheer step.

8. Recommendations
It would be beneficial to undertake any of the actions highlighted
individually for each section. Buffer fencing would be beneficial in areas
where livestock have access to the watercourse and this should be
discussed with the landowner/tenants, in conjunction with the Environment
Agency where required. It would be very beneficial to remove or
significantly modify the two weirs visited. The exact feasibility of this will
depend upon the current use of the structures and it is recommended that
discussions are held with Sellafield Ltd. and the Environment Agency to
progress improvements at their structures.
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In general, the main habitat improvement recommendation is to increase
the availability of in-channel structure. This will help mitigate the impact of
straightening in the sections affected and enhance the habitat of more
natural sections. A few of the more applicable techniques follow.

8.1. Low cover and in-channel structure
Where multiple trees of suitable species are present, the occasional trunk
can be cut and used to create a habitat enhancement feature, with no
significant detriment to the overall habitat. This could entail partially cutting
through trunk, so that it remains attached and can be laid into or along the
channel (Figure 23). This treatment works particularly well with pliable
species like willow, hazel, elm and hawthorn.

Figure 23. Willow hinged into the river margin to increase cover and structure. The method
involves cutting part way through the branch, quickly through the first two thirds, then
continuing until it collapses down over the river. The depth of the cut should be limited to
only that which is required to bend the limb over, as this will maintain maximum size and
strength of the hinge and the health of the tree/shrub.

Alternatively, a trunk can be felled to create a coppice, encouraging lowlevel regrowth from the stool and providing material that can be lodged
between two or more standing trunks (Figure 24. A lodged flow deflector
securely but naturally lodged in place between to upright trees (red circle).
The technique can utilise a single pole (primarily to increase scour) or a
branched limb (to create greater flow dissipation). The elevated butt end
(bank end) reduces the potential detrimental bank scour usually associated
with d/s deflectors as a through-flow is maintained along the bank.), or
hung over another tree if a ‘V’ branch is available (Figure 25).
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Figure 24. A lodged flow deflector securely but naturally lodged in place between to upright
trees (red circle). The technique can utilise a single pole (primarily to increase scour) or a
branched limb (to create greater flow dissipation). The elevated butt end (bank end)
reduces the potential detrimental bank scour usually associated with d/s deflectors as a
through-flow is maintained along the bank.

Figure 25. Medium-sized, lodged woody material, securely anchored by the ‘V’ of the
branches against an upright tree. Again, this technique requires no additional or artificial
fixings but is completely secure.
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Felled trees can also be tethered as downstream facing tree kickers (Figure
26 & Figure 27), where the butt of the tree is attached to its stump with
strong cable. This is a highly effective method, but it is generally beneficial
to avoid the use of man-made materials, so where possible, the lodged
material options may be a better choice.

Figure 26. A perfect example of how the diffuse canopy of a tree kicker can be employed
to diversify flow and increase deposition in the river margin and focus flow down the far
side of the channel, to maintain depth there – with no negative impact upon the
downstream transport of gravel. The structure itself creates valuable high flow refuge for
fish. This kind of technique is designed to kick-start processes that will continue to develop
long after the initial structure degrades.
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Figure 27. A basic tree kicker setup, using 4000 kg breaking strain cable and two pairs of
cable clamps. The webbing strap in the background is used with a winch to pull the kicker
close to the stump for fastening but is removed once the cable is fully fixed in place.

9. Further information
The WTT may be able to offer further assistance such as:
•

WTT Practical Visit
o Where recipients require assistance to carry out the
improvements highlighted in an advisory report, there is the
possibility of WTT staff conducting a practical visit. This would
consist of 1-3 days’ work, with a WTT Conservation Officer(s)
teaming up with interested parties to demonstrate habitat
enhancement methods (e.g. tree kickers and willow laying
etc.).

•

WTT presentation/Q&A session
o Where recipients are unsure about the issues raised in the AV
report, it is possible that your local conservation officer may be
able to attend a meeting to explain the concepts in more detail.

In these examples, the recipient would be asked to contribute to the
reasonable travel and subsistence costs of the WTT Officer.
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The WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video and
PDF format on habitat management and improvement:
www.wildtrout.org/content/wtt-publications
We have also produced a 70-minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working for Wild
Trout’ which graphically illustrates the challenges of managing river habitat
for wild trout, with examples of good and poor habitat and practical
demonstrations of habitat improvement. Additional sections of film cover
key topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, enhancing fish
populations and managing invasive species.
The DVD is available to buy for £10.00 from our website shop
www.wildtrout.org/shop/products/rivers-working-for-wild-trout-dvd or by
calling the WTT office on 02392 570985.
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Disclaimer
This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any
loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any
other person, company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting
upon guidance made in this report.
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